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Thanks Spectboy, I may just have to buy another at a good price and do the
restoration myself. Is it a good thing to refret a used guitar? The rings and truss rods
are all replaced. Should I try to find one that needs repairs? Thanks The P3's original

locking bridge has been designed to provide maximum adjustability for strings of
different gauge. The P3 offers two types of strings - guitar strings, and strings

designed for acoustic use. Gibson began making custom guitars for themselves in
1952, but their custom electric guitar was not developed until later, at the behest of
Wes Montgomery. The Gibson Custom Shop, as it is widely known, began by offering

alternative versions of well-known models like Les Paul Standard and ES-335.
However, after a few months of existence the Custom Shop came back to its custom

shop roots and offered custom guitar models that no one else offered at the time.
So, how much time have you spent building and playing your own Custom Shop

guitar or fretboards? Gibson's custom electric guitar was designed by W.O. Atwater
for Gibson engineer R.J. Shore in 1952. The ES-335 model had a shorter scale length

(D'Averno, 1989) than the majority of electric guitars and is the most popular
National Steel string model. The ES-335, or P-90, was introduced in 1958. The P-90,

an extremely thin body, featured a modern "bridge" tremolo system, which is
something that became standard with the majority of guitar models after the P-90. It

had a headstock shape similar to that of the Les Paul.
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i've got a les paul junior also. it is a
1968 with minor wood changes and a
1968 paf reissue. it's in really good

condition. all original pickups, controls.
it has one of the best pafs i've ever

heard. it has a namm appraisal of $800.
it's absolutely gorgeous. while reviewing
serial numbers with an es-335, i thought
i should mention that the serial number
stamped inside the body is not identical
to the one stamped on the label. also,

while most manufacturers do stamp the
serial number somewhere on the

fingerboard, i have not seen it stated
how high on the neck. actually, the

serial number of the guitar was noted in
the "pro" column of the invoice and the

"e-335" was marked in the
corresponding portion on the warranty

card. this indicates that the serial
number on the invoices and warranty

card is for the body only. in my opinion,
the serial number being used for guitar

dating is the one stamped inside the
body of the guitar, unless there is a

unique or other variation that could be,
and was, used. that's what i date the

guitar on, not what some label, invoice
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or warranty card says. if you go to the
gibson website and use the search
engine it is fairly easy to find serial

numbers. the website states to use the
search engine by entering guitar serial
number. of course, you can limit the

numbers that come up using the other
variables if you want to narrow the

search. i have and continue to sell many
used gibson guitars since 2001. i do not
know where these guitars came from. i
am guessing that they were probably
auctioned off in order to recover the

investment of the auctioners.
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